Pet Etiquette rules are created to ensure a harmonious community and in
consideration of the fact that other patrons of the marina and restaurant
may not be animal lovers and cannot be expected to have the amenity of
the area degraded by misbehaved or unsupervised animals.
As per the term of the permit to occupy
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Save and except for registered seeing eye guide dogs, no non-human animal is permitted in the Marina or on
any vessel in the Marina, except at the discretion of and on any conditions which may be imposed by the
Marina Management.



Pets must be registered with the local authority and evidence of
registration provided.



Dogs must be on a lead at all times in public areas.



Pets must not create noise, havoc or disturbance to restaurant
diners or marina patrons.



Animals that show aggressive tendencies or anti-social behaviour
or cause nuisance to the public are not permitted on the marina.



Pets are ONLY allowed at designated pet friendly tables of the
restaurant and not permitted in any other areas where food is
served.



Pets must be under the owners control at all times.



Pets owners are responsible for cleaning up after their pets, and for
ensuring pets do not urinate or defecate on lawns, pontoons or
around buildings. Doggie dodo bag dispenser located on the
lawn at marina,



Pets are NOT to be taken into the showers or laundry facilities.



Pets cannot be fed with restaurant cutlery or crockery. Ask for
single use bowl for water if need be.
Homebaked doggie treats available from restaurant.



Owners must be considerate of other patrons who may not be
animal lovers



Animals must NOT be left unattended on board vessels or on
marina property.



Applications to Liveaboard with an animal casually or longer term,
must be made in advance to Marina Management – note living
aboard with animals is discouraged for community and animal
welfare reasons.
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